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SHORT CIRCUIT CURRENT LIMIT CONTROL 

The scientific and practical relevance of improving the functioning of credit 
limit short  circuit (short circuit), formulated the goal and objectives of 
research. As a solution proposed research and the way to manage complex 
limitation of short circuit currents in electricity supply production systems under 
the reactor  controlled shunt. The algorithm of the system reactor  controlled 
shunt. For the first time the schemes cause  effect relationships occurrence of 
short circuit currents  Figure Ysikavy according to ISO 9004. 
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1. Introduction 
Amid growing levels of short-circuit currents, issues related to increasing 

the efficiency of methods and means of limiting short-circuit currents are central 
n-

tensifying pace of decreasing electricity losses in power supply production sys-
tems (PSPS), which could be achieved through implementation of new and im-
proved efficiency of existing methods and means of limiting short circuit currents. 

Studies indicate that addressing the issue of reducing electricity losses in the 
absence of short circuit currents in the PSPS calls for new approaches. This is due 
to an ongoing increase in the efficiency of the means and methods of limiting 
short circuit currents used today, as well as broad application of fundamentally 
new means and methods of limiting short circuit currents  devices controlling the 
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means of limiting short circuit currents, built on decision theory [1]. 
The analysis of existing means and methods of limiting short circuit cur-

rents shows that, by increasing the efficiency of short circuit currents limiting de-
vices based on decision theory, it is possible to reduce the costs of maintenance of 
short circuit current limiting equipment through reduced losses in the absence of 
short circuit currents, i.e. deliver actual energy saving while limiting short circuit 
currents in the PSPS [2]. 

To reduce the impact of short circuit (s/c) currents on the power supply sys-
tem, various means and methods are developed and applied, allowing limiting 
magnitude, as well as their duration. 

 
2. Aim and objectives of the study 
The study aims to increase the efficiency of the means of short circuit 

current limiting devices in the production systems by optimizing their operation 
modes. 

To achieve this goal, the following objectives are addressed: 
 analysis of methods and means of limiting SC currents in the PSPS; 
 developing a controlled shunt reactor suite based on decision theory; 
 building the algorithm of controlled shunt reactor suite operation based on 

the decision theory. 
3. Solution to the task at hand 
During operation of the PSPS of industrial facilities, short circuits occur 

frequently, leading to disturbances in the normal operation of electrical installa-
tions and possible disruption of electricity supply to consumers. Based on the 
main cause and effect relationships of the occurrence of short circuit currents, we 
are able to build a scheme of cause and effect relationships of the occurrence of 
short circuit currents (Ishikawa iteration scheme), according to ISO 9004 present-
ed in Fig. 1. 

Short circuits in electrical installations have the following consequences: 
damage to electrical equipment, wear and tear on circuit breakers, lowered vol t-
age in the grid, fires and other damages. In its physical nature, the SC current is a 
continuous random process. The totality of characteristics describing the probable 
nature of the various parameters and conditions of short circuits are the probable 
characteristics of short circuits in an electrical installation. 

In order to reduce the impact of short circuit currents on electrical equip-
ment, various methods and means of limiting short circuit currents have been 
proposed and used [2, 3]. Taking into account the specific character of PSPS de-
velopment, as well as technical and economic characteristics, fundamentally new 
means of limiting the short circuit current are being developed and investigated, 
allowing to limit the magnitude of the short circuit current as well as its duration. 
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The benefits and disadvantages of the existing methods and means of limiting the 
short circuit current are also being analysed. 

As we know, the most common means of limiting short circuit currents in 
6-10 kV grids in Ukraine are unregulated single and dual linear concrete reactors. 
They differ in their structural design, as well as technical and economic character-
istics and parameters. GOST 18624-73 offers a general classification of reactors 
for different purposes. 

Along with the existing methods and means of limiting the short circuit cur-
rents decision theory also has its application. Let us consider a decision-making 
method that can be based on pattern recognition theory, whose application allows 
us to recognize the normal, pre-emergency and emergency operation modes of 
power supply of production systems. 

To resolve the problem of increasing the efficiency of the short circuit cur-
rent limiting devices, we suggest a suite and a method of controlling the limitation 
of the short circuit currents in the PSPS according to the controlled shunt reactor 
scheme, whereby the inductive resistance is switched on and off automatically in 
the event of short circuit current [4]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Scheme of cause and effect relationships of short circuit currents. 
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T s operation principle is to compare the measured current with 
the reference value and to form a control signal that affects the inductive re-
sistance. 

Fig. 2 shows a structural diagram of a short  circuit current limiting device. 
A current-limiting resistance (current  limiting reactor) 2, shunted with a high  
speed switching element 3, is included in the section of the electric system 1. A 
current measuring unit 4 connected to the analyzer 5 is connected to the electric 
system, whose control output of which through the device 6 is connected to the 
control input of the high  speed switching element 3. 

Under normal conditions, device 3 (shunt inductance) passes current and 
have a parallel connection of the inductance and the switching element with re-
sistance lower than the inductance resistance. 

In emergency mode, information from the current measuring unit 4 is fed to 
the analyzer 5. In case of the current change Ip I, the control point mode is 
emergency mode, and the device 6 generates a control signal that turns off the 
switching unit 3, while the inductive resistance 2 limits the short  circuit current 
accordingly. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Shows a structural diagram of a short  circuit current limiting device. 
 
Periodically in time segments t=T/N, where N is the number of control 

points (Fig. 3), the value of the actual current of the electric network Ica is 
measured at control points over the monitoring time interval T. Further the 
discrepancy It between the actual IF and the set (reference) current Icr for a 
controlled time interval T is determined, i.e. 
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where Icr is a value that accounts for the conditions for starting the electromotive 
load. 
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Fig. 3. Schedule current of the electric network. 
 

If It I (where the value I, is the setting determined by the operating 
mode), a control action is formed that disconnects the switching unit. The algo-
rithm limiting the s/c current is shown in Fig. 4. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Algorithm of the analyzer operation. 
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The proposed method of limiting short circuit currents in the PSPS and the 
suite for its implementation under the controlled shunt reactor scheme fully 
compensates for all the disadvantages that occur when limiting short circuit 
currents in the PSPS under the unregulated shunt reactor scheme [3]. 

It should also be noted that the limitation of short circuit currents in the 
PSPS under the controlled shunt reactor scheme has certain advantages over other 
means of limiting short circuit currents, in particular: 

- room for further development and improvement of this system of 
limitation of short circuit currents; 

- performance and reliability; 
- compliance with energy-saving requirements; 
- ability of collecting and proper use of currents statistics in the PSPS. 
Economic rationale for the proposed solution 
The economic effect of introducing the proposed automatic s/c current 

control device is determined in accordance with the following methodology. 
After installing the device on a 6  35 kV network, the total active power 

losses in three  phase groups of reactors should decrease as follows [2]: 
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over current; HP  is nominal losses in the reactor; pX  is reactance of the reactor; 

Rp is the resistance of the reactor; Rdevice is the resistance of the s/c current control 
device; Ip is the current going through the reactor; Idevice is current going through 
the s/c current control device. 

Reactive losses at deviceR X  are almost completely eliminated and the 

total technical effect will be 
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a=(0.124 Tma/104)2 8760, h/year; 
p Tmr/104)2 8760, h/year; 

where Tma, Tmr are the maximum number of using active and reactive loads, 
respectively. 

In this case, annual energy savings from installing a short  circuit current 
control device will be (  
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In accordance with the single  rate tariffs currently used in Ukraine, only 
the actual energy consumption is billed at the rates established for classes 1 and 2 
of industrial consumers with connected capacity of Sc 750kV A. Based on the 
tariff structure, direct savings in cost terms for a short  circuit current limiting 
control device installed in reacted lines can be presented as 

2 2( )10 ( )10 ,S S SS W V P Q  

where min, max are active energy coefficients; min, max are reactive energy 
coefficients. 

4. Conclusions 
Existing devices and methods for limiting the short  circuit currents have a 

number of significant drawbacks: 
 single use of work, requiring fuse replacement after burnout; 
 electric arc at the time of burnout, which is a conductor of short  circuit 

currents; 
 insufficient operational reliability; 
 unstable current  time characteristics; 
 limited application in terms of rated currents and rated voltages; 
 no option of external control, such as by automatic reclosers of the pro-

tected circuit. 
The device for short  circuit current limitation control designed by the au-

thors, where the inductance is switched on and off automatically when a short  
circuit current occurs, has none of the above drawbacks. 
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